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<Your Company Name> 
  

This schedule for the <Your Company Name> network support maintenance schedule is a 
program designed to create a more predictable view of issues and work interruptions. 
  
The Servers are checked every morning to... 
  
      A.    Check the backups have run -. 
  
      B.    Sever event Viewer  - Application Issues 
                                              - Security issues 
                                              - Software Issues 
  
      C.    Exchange - Operation 
  
      D.    Terminal Server - Operation 
  
      E.    Antivirus and GFI - Operation 
  
 
 Then once a month - (By Rotation) 
  
The backup needs to be restored at least once a month and checked. 
(This would included in the Saturday onsite maintenance schedule) 
  
Check all hardware on a rotation basis including Servers, ADSL connection, Switch Hubs, UPS 
Batteries and cabling with preventative action taken on any issues and reports generated. 
 
Also a regular restart on all equipment will be implemented. 
  
  

     For Example Each PC would be - 
  

. Opened and completely cleaned. 
  
. Power Supply checked, all fans for operation and hard drive issues. 
  
. Software issues. 
  
. Antivirus updates checked and scanned. 
 
. All Windows and driver updates downloaded and run. 
  
The Cost.... 
The morning Checks would be at a cost of <$call Transit Data> each week day. 
Monthly checks would be three hours on a Saturday. 
Anything outside the maintenance outlined can be quoted if required.   
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This schedule is only a maintenance program planned to reduce down time and unplanned 
stoppages. 
 
Some hardware and software issues including viruses can still occur occasionally (no one can fully 
guarantee nothing will ever cause interruptions) but with the maintenance program outlined, the 
regular hands on processes eliminate basic tests to be actioned when an issue arises. This makes 
for a speedy recovery to normal operation.  
 
Although minor network adjustments that may be required by staff could be done at this time on 
the weekend, it's primary purpose is maintenance. 
 
The three hours set for this purpose on the Saturday only allows enough time 
for the maintenance work as listed above. 
 
If more time is required to complete the services outlined this contract may be renegotiated on 
recommendations to suit both parties. 
 
Any additional work required above and beyond the services outlined will be charged at the 
existing agreed rate in the original contract. 
 
Each week a report on the work done and any issues or requirements will be created. 
 
 
These services will being from a date as agreed and signed below... 
 
 
Executed by Transitdata P/L         _____________________________________ 
                                                        Signature Transitdata    Date      /      /    
 
 
Executed by <Your Company Name>      _____________________________________ 
                                                        Signature of Client        Date      /      /     
  


